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Above- Surfers at Long Beach. Hazel Trego photo
Right - Robin Sutmoller skiing down to Milla Lake off Rees Ridge.
Cover- Christine Portmann on King’s Peak with Elkhorn in view 
Philip Stone photos. 
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Th i s 
i s s u e 

has been a 
while in the 
making and 
if feedback 
from the 

Island outfitters is anything to go by 
it’s eagerly anticipated by you our 
readers.

The fact is though this issue has 
taken so long because it has been 
an uphill climb soliciting sufficient 
advertising to make it economically 
viable. This has been very frustrating 
as everyone we speak to about Wild 
Isle offer words of encouragement and 
support. While our readers anxiously 
await each issue, many Island 
businesses continually pass on the 
advertising opportunities we provide.
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Editorial

Luna’s stay in Gold River looks like its 
about to end with a long, slow car ride. 
And that’s not Soprano’s code speak for 
ending up six feet under.

After almost getting hit by a float plane 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada and the 
Vancouver Aquarium decided it was 
time to reunite the lone killer whale with 
his pod, the southern resident group of 
whales that spend their summers near 
Victoria, known as L-pod. DFO feared 
that Luna’s continued interaction with 
people was a danger to himself and to 
humans.

Their plan is not without opposition. 
The local First Nation the Mowachaht-
Muchalet believe Luna is the 
reincarnation of a deceased chief. 
The whale showed up in Gold River 
the day the chief died in 2001 after it 
got separated from its pod. The playful 
juvenile killer whale has lived in Nootka 
Sound, near Gold River, ever since.

DFO’s plan is to lead Luna into a net 
pen, where tests will be done to check 
the killer whale’s health. If results come 
back positive, Luna will be put into a sling, 
lifted out of the water and into a tank on 
the back of a truck. 

The truck will transport the whale 
from Gold River to Victoria at the snail-like 
pace of 30 km/h. Once in Victoria Luna 

will be held until a reunion with his pod 
is possible.

The local First Nation has disrupted 
several capture attempts by leading 
Luna away from the net pens. They 
want to lead Luna to his pod in their 
traditional canoes and are looking for 
assurances from DFO that if a reunion 
doesn’t happen Luna will not be sold to 
an aquarium.

Unlike Springer, another lost killer 
whale reunited with her pod two years 
ago, Luna has been healthy and happy in 
Nootka Sound. But recent interactions, 
some only describable as bizarre, with 
humans have prompted calls for the 
move. There are reports of someone 
trying to pour beer down his blowhole, 
another person tried to brush his teeth 
and there have been several near 
misses with boats and float planes in the 
Gold River harbour.

DFO and the Vancouver Aquarium 
say the First Nation’s tactics of leading 
the whale away by boat only habituate 
the whale to further encounters with 
humans.

To keep track of Luna check 
out vanaqua.org/aquanews or 
www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca and search 
for Luna.

Luna Moving Day Coming West Nile 
Strategy Bites 

Back
The BC Center for  

Disease Control  is  f ight ing 
a deadly k i l ler  cal led “mis-
information” start ing with 
a proactive Web si te page 
dedicated to updates about 
the West Ni le Virus (WNV),  
a mosquito born virus that  
most  often causes f lu- l ike 
symptoms.  While the r isk 
of  contract ing the i l lness 
remains low, a good defense is  
the wisest  course according 
to a comprehensive WNV 
strategy released this month.  
So far  126 municipal i t ies have 
appl ied for  a cut  of  the $1.6 
mi l l ion the BC government 
has made avai lable so 
local  governments can 
begin control l ing mosquito 
populat ions,  the culpr i ts  
responsible for  spreading 
the disease to crows — a 
lead indicator that  the virus 
is  present in an area.  WNV 
has a season that  general ly  
lasts from May through to 
September.

To try and understand this a little 
better we conducted an industry 
survey through the winter where 
we asked adventure business 
owners and managers about their 
marketing needs and perceptions 
of Wild Isle.

Turns out that few business 
people were prepared to pay what 
it takes to put even a small run 
magazine like Wild Isle together, 
even at a break even rate. That 
might be the nail in the coffin right 
there. But it also transpires that in 
responding to a question asking to 
estimate the number of visitors to our 
web site that no one was even close 
in guessing the traffic we receive 
each month. Many put the number 
of visitors in the low hundreds while 
many didn’t even hazard a guess.

wildisle.ca clocks in with over 
5,000 unique visitors every month 
which at least in a regular publishing 
cycle is about three times the number 
of print issues we produce. As all our 
issues are posted online, complete 
with hotlinked advertisements in 
2 formats the value of advertising 
is much greater than just the print 
edition. 

We think we’ve got a sound mag, 
our readers seem to agree but 
unless we get a significant increase 
in advertising support Wild Isle the 
print magazine is going to head out to 
pasture. A case of use it or lose it. 

So sorry to be downbeat at the 
start of summer but I’m just telling it 
like it is. Play safe and watch the web 
site for news (and advertising info!).

-Philip Stone

http://www.villageoftahsis.com
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To list your event in HAPPENINGS, send 
us a fax 

(250) 285-2236 or email at 
events@wildisle.ca with all the dirt.

for summer 2004 event info 
see our ad on page 20 or log on to

mountWashington.ca

for the latest events- www.wildisle.ca

3 Ummm beer...Homer’s favourite 
day of the year, Beerfest at Mount 
Washington, 250-338-1386, 
mountwashington.ca 
17-18 Learn mountain bike skills from 
the pros and Norco Bike owners get free 
lift rides at VPS Fest at Mount Washington, 
250-338-1386, mountwashington.ca

1-5 2 for 1 lift tickets for the five days 
of Cyclefest at Mount Washington, 
mountwashington.ca
25-26 All abilities and ages will be 
spinning, flipping and surfing their kayak 
to win tons of prizes in the 3rd Annual 
Canada West Kayak Surf Festival at 
Long Beach, 250- 754-6296, surfkayak.org

8 Taste some fine nectar, Wine 
Festival at Mount Washington, 
mountwashington.ca
15 Everyone can test their endurance and 
skill in the AllterraMan Canada Offroad 
Triathalon and Duathalon near 
Campbell River, allterramancanada.com
21-22 Mountain bike Freeride clinics at 
Mount Washington, mountwashington.ca
28-29 Mount Washington hosts the BC 
Cup mountain bike finals, XC, DH and 
biker cross, mountwashington.ca

July

August

September

Happenings
Island Cup Mountain Biking 
Series
The summer-long series of races are all about 
fun. There are five age categories, a $10 entry 
fee (with membership to BC Cycling Club) and 
lots of prizes. Register for races by 11 am on 
race day. All races start at noon.
For more info 
arrowsmithmtbclub.com/events.htm

Cross Country
May 1 Parksville
May 29 Port Alice
June 27 Campbell River
July 4 Cowichan
July 18 Nanaimo
Final Aug 7 Cumberland

Downhill
May 2 Parksville
May 16 Nanaimo
May 30 Port Alice
Final Aug 8 Cumberland

With just a little push TimberWest Logging 
Inc.’s logging plans in Tlools Creek of Strathcona 
Provincial Park fell into negotiations for a land 
swap.

“There is nothing concrete,” says Andy 
Smith, BC Parks extension’s officer for the North 
Island. “Yes there is support for a land trade. 
TimberWest has agreed to stop logging and they 
have agreed to negotiate with the government.”

TimberWest cut several trees, including a 
600 year old cedar, in the Tlools valley before 
Peter Janes and Mike Evens, two employees 
of Strathcona Park Lodge, began fighting the 
logging plans and rallying for a land swap. With 
support form The Friends of Strathcona and 
other individuals, the duo got TimberWest to 
agree to sit down and negotiate.

The swap will bring all of the Tlools Valley 
inside Strathcona’s eastern boundary, Smith 
thinks, as far as the height of land on Flannigan 
Mountain.

The Tlools Valley runs north perpendicular to 
the Elk River Valley near Upper Campbell Lake, 

between Big Den and 
Flannigan Mountain. 
What the Tlools Valley 
will be traded for is 
unknown.

“There are some 
areas of the park open 
for trade,” Smith said. 
They were designated as 
tradable plots during the 
park’s original master 
plan. “But whether 
TimberWest wants them, 
we will have to wait and 
see.

“TimberWest probably 
has ideas of their own about what it wants in 
exchange.But we will not solve this problem by 
creating another,” Smith said.

Smith expects the negotiations to yield a deal 
by the end of the summer. And he hopes there 
will be public consultation on any proposed land 
swap.

TimberWest May Trade Tlools Creek

Mike Evans checks out one of the 
fallen giants, a 600-year old cedar in 
Tlools Creek Valley. TimberWest felled 
the tree before Evans, Peter Janes and 
others negotiated an end to the logging 
in the valley.
Photo by Peter Janes.

http://www.mountwashington.ca
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Paving 

Paradise
“They come with fire, they come with axes... gnawing, 
biting, breaking, hacking, burning. Destroyers and usurpers, 
curse them,” said Treebeard of the orcs in Lord of the Rings, 
The Twin Towers.

And it’s imaginable that up until the beginning of June the giant trees of 
Cathedral Grove thought the same of the provincial Liberals. That is until the 
injunction sought by the attorney general to bar protesters from Cathedral 
Grove, the massive old growth trees along on the road between Port Alberni and 
Qualicum Beach, was denied by provincial Madame Justice Georgina Quijano.

In an 18 page judgement Quijano said an injunction to bar the public should 
only be used as a last resort.

“An injunction is a powerful remedy, which may transform a dispute between 
a citizen and the government into a dispute between the citizen and the 
court and it is not to be used as a first choice remedy except in extraordinary 
circumstances,” Quijano wrote in her judgement.

The protesters that prompted the provincial government injunction request 
were disputing the Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection’s plan to cut old 
growth trees to make room for a new parking lot at Cathedral Grove. The old 
parking lot has become a traffic hazard on the highway and a danger to users. 
Two tourists died last winter when an old growth tree fell on their car during a 
storm.

When the ministry moved in to begin felling trees in February, protesters 
showed up and stopped the logging. They have been handing out pamphlets 
and collecting signatures asking for due process in deciding if a new parking 
lot is necessary and where it should be located if it is. Quijano’s ruling was a 
surprise to Tanner and she hopes it will encourage Bill Barisoff, the WLAP 
minister, to respond to her request for a meeting with him to discuss the future 
of the park.

She says the ruling reaches past the giant trees of Cathedral Grove. “The 
ruling supports due process under the law on public lands throughout the 
province.” 

And maybe even as far as Middle Earth.

 Monster Mountain Gets Monster Expansion
It’s already big, and it’s about to get bigger. Whistler-Blackcomb is adding 

1100 acres of terrain girth to its already sturdy waistline with the patrolling 
of Flute Bowl as hike-access only patrolled terrain and the opening and 
maintenance of cut runs in the Peak to Creek area. 

The boundary expansions are part of a $14.2-million investment in the 
mega-resort this summer. Other additives included a new lit Superpipe 
near Base II, improved rails and hits in the Blackcomb terrain park, new 
grooming equipment and other improvements to children, youth and 
environmental services. Island riders visiting the resort are most interested 
in the expansions.

Flute Bowl is an alpine basin besides Sun Bowl on Whistler Mountain. The 
expansion will include the alpine basin and gladed trees below but will not 
include a lift. To access the goods skiers and riders will have to work for it. 

On the other side of Whistler, the Peak to Creek area will provide 5020 feet 
of vertical on black diamond runs that run from the Peak Chair all the way to 
Dusty’s Bar at the Creekside Base.

ORCAS AND INDIANS
 Village Island Tours & Water Taxi, is a First Nations owned company that 

has been welcoming thousands of outdoor enthusiasts to the Johnston Strait 
region since 1989. The owner/operator Tom Sewid, likes to joke around and 
say that Orcas and Indians are the major drawing cards of the area, and he’s 
the only Indian welcoming people out in the bush! In truth Tom’s company has 
catered to the needs and wishes of the many that come to the area to enjoy 
what it has to offer.  

Tom says that the company got its’ start with a button blanket and a weed 
eater. Daily during the summer months Tom conducts native interpretive tours 
through the famous abandoned village known as Mamalalicolla, village of 
the last potlatch. The site where a potlatch was held in 1921, that would see 
many people prosecuted for breaking the anti-potlatch law of that time. Tom’s 
narration is a must see for it is full of legends and stories that go back many 
generations. His wit and charisma add to the overall performance and this is 
what started his career in tourism.

Through the years many campsites for the paddling community have been 
built in Toms’ traditional territory of the Mamalelaqala. He seen that this was 
what was needed to protect the environment and visitors, and he went out and 
did it. Now you can stay in comfort knowing that you are fully welcomed by the 
First Nations to enjoy their territory. All campsites are free to the public and 
you can book them through V.I. Tours if you want to ensure availability.

In 2003 V.I. Tours proudly launched the GLA-LIS (FINNING WHALE), a 34 
foot high speed aluminum water taxi/tour boat. This vessel now enables the 
company to supply transport for kayakers during the summer months. It also 
does First Nations thyme whale tours where people hear the age old legends 
about the relationship between the whales and the Kwakwaka’wakw People. 
In First Nations attire Tom will give the best tour in the region. You can see 
grizzly bears, black bears, whales, ancient village sites, ancient rock paintings, 
old totems, big house remains, archeological significant sites, and hear about 
it all in the First Nations perspective.

If camping is not your bag, Tom has networked with many floathouse and 
cabin owners in the region. He can design a trip where you stay in a float 
house or land based cabin that sits on the edge of the Orca Highway, of 
Blackfish Sound. The truly adventurous can travel deep into the Broughton 
Archipelago and enjoy the same accommodations. 

If on your trip you want more First Nations culture then arrange for the 
evening native meal. Tom will come to your campsite in the evening with crab, 
prawns and halibut. All this will be cooked on the campfire, but the best part 
is watching Tom clean a fresh sockeye salmon and place it on cedar sticks. 
This well cook the traditional way close to the fire. Sometimes you can sit with 
the sound and smell of a beach campfire and enjoy the ever present whales 
offshore. This is the icing on the cake for anyone’s trip into, “The Land Of The 
War Canoe”.

If information is all you really need before embarking on your trip, give Tom 
a call. He also says, “That even in this modern world, Indian guides still exist.” 
Tom has built a company through the support of the visitors that come to 
explore his peoples territory, and he always knows that he must try to make a 
positive impression to all. When you come to Johnston Strait to see the whales 
don’t forget to enjoy the Aboriginal element. If knowledgeable expertise with 
a First Nations positive experience is what your after in the Johnston Strait 
Region, then always remember that Village Island Tours delivers this with 
Orcas and Indians!

Halla Kas La (go in peace)
Thomas Sewid - Village Island Tours & Water Taxi
www.villageisland.com  1-877-282-TAXI (8294)
info@villageisland.com

http://www.villageisland.com
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New
Ryan Kurytnik is polishing off an 

updated version of New Nanaimo Climbs, a 
guidebook to sport climbing in and around 
Nanaimo. Most of the routes are developed 
and climbed by Kurytnik. Expect the guide in 
Nanaimo climbing stores in 

Better
This year’s Allterra Man Offroad 

Triathalon is one of the official stops on the 
provincial triathalon race series. This is a 
first time the year old Strathcona triathalon 
has received this recognition.  For more on 
the August event go to www.allterramanca
nada.com

Park It
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society 

is celebrating Canada’s Parks Day, June 
17,  the Big Bug, Bird, Beast and Botany 
Count-a-thon. Entrants collect donations 
for their counting efforts and then on Parks 
Day head out into the woods, lakes, rocks, 
rivers, beaches, anywhere and count 
whatever they see that is living. Mountain 
Equipment Co-op is giving prizes away to 
entrants. cpawsbc.org for more info.

Beaver
Like busy beavers, riders and runners 

have already started to fix and relocate 
trails nuked by Timberwest logging activity 
this winter and spring above the Comox 
Lake dam. Most of the trails on the north 
side of the Comox Lake logging road 
were effected. Their entrances are still 
accessible but the lower sections have 
disappeared under slash.

Join
The South Island Mountain Bike Society 

is looking for new members to help raise the 
noise level on issues that effect the South 
Island mountain bike community. They are 
lobbying for a jump park and are trying to 
protect trails from development among 
other things. Check www.simbs.com.

Nice Recovery
After years of glum news, things may 

be turning around for the Vancouver 
Island Marmot. Twenty-two wild marmots 
went into hibernation last fall and the 
foundation expects 21 to emerge in June. 
And so far this spring 18 kits have been 
born in three captive breeding programs. 
With the worldwide Vancouver Island 
marmot population standing at only 100 that 
represents a 20 per cent increase.

The Short of it...Airing marmots’ 
dirty laundry 

How do you stop predators from killing 
marmots? Leave your smelly laundry out to dry 
of course. That’s what the Vancouver Island 
Marmot Recovery Foundation is planning to do 
this summer to keep wolves, cougars and eagles 
from killing any of the endangered marmots.

“We are focusing on non-lethal predator 
control strategies this summer,” says Robert 
Huber, the interim executive director of the 
foundation. “We are exploring different 
techniques, most of which have been tried 
elsewhere on other types of species. One of 
the problems we face is that what will work for 
wolves won’t necessarily work for cougars.”

So the foundation and its team of scientists 
in the field is going to incorporate a variety of 
methods to protect wild marmot populations on 
the Island. The use of the new methods will be 
focused on Haley Lake, where about 10 captive-
bred marmots will be released this year, Huber 
says.

Human presence, sound and smell, is the 
best defense against wolves. That’s where 
dirty laundry comes in. Researchers camped 
near the marmot colonies will stuff their sweaty 
clothes in bags and hang them on lines. The 
technique combines the predator control 
method of flaggery, where flags are tied to lines 
to scare predators away, with the added benefit 
of pungent human odor. 

Dirty laundry isn’t the only technique the 
foundation and the recovery team are looking 
at using. Human shepherds will patrol marmot 
colonies, camps will be set up nearby and 
when humans aren’t around radios will be set 

to broadcast human conversations in a guise of 
human presence.

“Cougars don’t have an adversity to man – 
they fear dogs,” Huber says. “The plan is to have 
trained hunting dogs up there periodically.” The 
smell and sound of dogs barking has been found 
to keep cougars away.

The foundation is also looking at using 
cougar’s natural territorial instincts to keep 
them away from marmot colonies. The plan 
is to plant cougar scat around the colony to 
trick cougars into thinking the area is another 
cougar’s territory, Huber says.

Fencing around marmot colonies is also in 
the works. The fences would be wide enough to 
allow marmots to travel freely but would restrict 
predator movement.

All the methods will be used carefully and 
their results studied, Huber said. “We don’t 
want to desensitize marmots to predators like 
dogs. Our goal is to keep all the methods out of 
sight of the marmots.

“It is not the goal of the foundation to kill 
predators. We would really prefer to use non-
lethal methods.”

In the past the Ministry of Water, Land and Air 
Protection shot six golden eagles and promoted 
wolf and cougar hunting around marmot 
colonies, in an effort to reduce predation. Both 
plans were publicly controversial. 

Huber is cautiously optimistic about non-
lethal methods, saying there is no guarantee 
that marmots will not die by claw or tooth 
this summer. “They…may turn out to be 
unworkable.”

http://www.comoxvalleykayals.com
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 Lovers of steep and deep, this is the 
announcement you have been waiting for. By 
next December Vancouver Island is finally 
going to have its first double black diamond lift 
accessed terrain to rip in. Mount Washington 
Alpine Resort unveiled its much anticipated 
expansion into The Outback, on the mountains 
back side, with an original lift idea and new 
terrain. 

“This expansion is especially exciting,” 
said Peter Gibson, the hill’s general manager, 
“because it includes 400 acres of new skiing 
terrain. We expanded our novice terrain two 
years ago and now we are expanding our 
offering to experts.” 

New runs will be cut off both sides of 
the ridge that marks the ski area’s western 
boundary today and a two-way lift will access 
the terrain. “The lift will have two loads and two 

Peregrine Falcon 
Breeding Closures

Stawamus Chief Provincial Park - 2004 
Peregrine Falcon Breeding Closures

The voluntary closure of part of the 
Stawamus Chief is again in effect, until 
July 31st. All routes from the Black Dyke to 
Freeway are closed (including both those 
routes), generally from about two pitches/100 
metres off the ground and Bellygood Ledge. A 
pair of peregrines has a nest in the Western 
Dihedrals again, as has been the case for many 
years. The voluntary closure is part of the Rock 
Climbing Strategy, under the park’s master plan, 
and is from March 15th - July 31st each year. If 
there is any change in the time or location of 
the closure, it will be posted on signs on trails 
and bulletin boards in Squamish, as well as 
in a further Access Society e-mail, and other 
communications. Thanks to Jesse Brown for his 
observations of the falcons, and reporting.

It is hard to know what Vancouver Island was 
like 2,000 years ago, but one thing is certain: 
a yellow cedar by the name Sgt. Randally 
was just taking root. Two millennium later 
the massive yellow cedar lies on its side on 
the forest floor of the Salmon River.
Before it fell, in a windstorm in March 2004, 
the tree was the largest yellow cedar in 
the world. Named after Sgt. Randally, who 
discovered it in 1993, the area has remained 
a well kept secret to protect the trees. This 
year the grove of giants was protected by the 
province and forest industry.
And now the grove it grew in and the fallen 
giant are open for viewing, and a Sayward 
based company is providing tours to the 
Sargent. C Da Tree Tours runs four hour tours 
up active logging roads in the Salmon and 
Memekay river valleys to the now protected 
grove of yellow cedars. The new champ of 
yellow cedars Admiral Broeren is in the same 
valley as is the next largest.

A visit today to the fallen giant and its 
standing compatriots is probably similar to a 
visit to Vancouver Island prior to European 
contact.
To book a tour: C Da Trees Tours, (250) 282-
3645 or sgt.randally@crcn.net The tours web 
site is www.cdatree.com

To the biggest tree 
on the Island

unloads,” Gibson said. “It will be the first lift of 
its kind in Canada.” 

Gibson calls the Dopplemayer fixed grip quad 
chair, The Boomerang. One load will be on the 
village side of the mountain on a run known as 
Sunset, just below the Hawk unload. The lift can 
also be loaded near McKay Lake 367 metres 
deep into The Outback area. From both sides the 
unload will be on the ridge summit at a saddle 
between the summits of Mount Washington and 
Little Washington. 

The lift has 1400 riders per hour capacity and 
will take about two minutes to ride from the 
village side and about seven from McKay Lake. 
The Outback terrain has been the playground of 
backcountry skiers for years. It is steep and is 
a catch basin for winds blown snow from the 
southeast. 

“To give you an idea of how steep it is - the 

lift line is steeper than the Peak Chair’s at 
Whistler,” Gibson said. 

Dave Hampshire, the hill’s public relations 
man, describes the terrain as double black 
diamond, a first for Mount Washington. 

The McKay Lake side has 367 metres of 
vertical drop. The village side has 134 metres 
and features more mellow terrain. The Outback 
is so steep the hill bought new avalanche 
equipment, including an avalalauncher gun 
for blasting slopes, to deal with the expected 
hazards. 

Construction on the $3-million lift will begin 
this summer, and Gibson said the lift will be up 
and running in December this year. After that 
Mount Washington’s expansion plans turn 
Bear Lodge a planned and started but never 
finished slope side accommodation next to 
the Deer Lodge. Ski hill development “will shift 
to the Sunrise area,” Gibson said. Upgrading 
the lift and cutting more runs is in the work 
out there. 

The Outback and The Boomerang are not names usually associated with 
steep and deep but to snow riders they will be next December after 
sampling Mount Washington’s new terrain.

Island riders heading to the Outback 

New trips from Tree Island
Ownership of Courtenay’s Tree Island 
Kayaking changed hands in 2003 and the 
new owners are offering an expanded 
selection of guided trips and skills courses 
specifically designed for Island residents.
The shop on Dyke Road between Comox 
and Courtenay still offers the usual rental 
fleet of sea kayaks.
For more info check out www.treeislandka
yaking.com 

http://www.cdatree.com
http://www.treeislandkayaking.com
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Richmond’s R.A. McMath Secondary School Grade 
10 student Caylee Raber won the WYLD Expeditions 

writing contest by pushing her comfort zone

 Strathcona Park Lodge taught me about taking risks. When I went to Strathcona I went 
rock climbing for the first time. That was a big risk for me, and a very rewarding one. Strathcona 
taught me how rewarding physical risks like that are, but it also taught me about how rewarding 
and important mental risks are. Risks that challenge me mentally have always been something I 

“How my outdoor experience at Strathcona changed my life”
have shied away from, yet have always wanted 
to take. I am someone who has always wanted 
to be positive, inspirational, a little crazy, a good 
leader, someone that people can look up to 
and in general I have always wanted to just be 
myself. Being myself and letting my true colors 
show has always been a challenge for me, but at 
Strathcona something clicked and I was able to 
take that risk. 

In Strathcona I became that person I have 
always wanted to be. I have come back with a 
new sense of confidence and the assurance to 
know that I can be that person whenever I want 
to. I realized that I have to step outside of what 
I thought was my comfort zone and take risks. 
By doing so I will end up in a much better more 
comfortable place where I can be myself.

My Strathcona experience has given me 
added perspective as to how I see my future.  
I now know I want to be able to lead others 
and inspire them to be themselves, just like I 
was inspired by the leaders at Strathcona to be 
myself, to take risks and to live life.

Every year Strathcona Park Lodge gives away a WYLD camp to a writing 
contest winner. Check www.wyld-expeditions.ca for more info.

Racing thru the air and across the Atlantic

“I started adventure racing 
(AR) after watching the Eco-
Challenge on TV and thinking 
it was something I could do. 
I did my first AR later that 
summer. It was the Sea2Summit 
in Whistler. I had never kayaked 
before and was almost dead 
last after the kayak section 
but ended up passing lots of 
people on the bike and trek. 
After that first race I knew it 
was something I wanted to do, 
so I started training for it and 
since then have done quite 
well. I won the Sea2Summit in 
Panorama in 2003 and four of 
the local Mind over Mountain 
races.

“I think the main reason 
I like racing so much is the 
sheer challenge of it. I work 
as a personal trainer here in 

Nanaimo, so I’m definitely 
fascinated by what the body 
can accomplish. I have never 
scene people pushed as hard 
as I have in AR races.

“I started working with 
Diabetes last year. It just adds 
another element to the whole 
experience. Rather then being 
out there for myself, I’m out 
there to raise awareness for 
Diabetes, and also to raise 
money for research. The raising 
money is the really challenging 
part, but it’s rewarding to be 
trying to help. It’s also such a 
great way for Diabetes to get 
exposure for health and fitness, 
even though this is definitely 
exercise in the extreme.

“I used to be a member of 
the National Junior Cycling 
team when I was a kid so I 

spend most of my time training 
on the bike. Probably 5-6 times 
per week, then I try to run 2-3 
times per week, weight train 2 
times, and kayak 2-3 times. It 
definitely makes for some very 
full days!!

“Sweden should be very cool, 
all the top teams from around 
the world will be there. We 
are also going to be flown to 
different parts of the race by 
plane at certain checkpoints so 
that will be amazing. At some 
point we will be up above the 
Arctic Circle.”

To contact Sean or to make 
a donation visit Frontrunners in 
Nanaimo, or Core Essentials at 
6439 Portsmouth Rd Nanaimo, 
390-3160. All donations over $15 
receive tax receipts.

Sean Lunny just returned from an adventure race in Sweden. The adventure racer and his teammates 
competed in the first ever airborne adventure race, Explore Sweden Airborne Expedition Adventure Race, 
exploresweden.se. The event uses planes to fly 25 teams to and from four different stages around the Swedish 
mountains, lakes and coast. Over five days in early June, and under the midnight sun, teams race 800 kilometres 
and cover 4800 kilometres when plane rides are included. Lunny, a Nanaimo resident, and his Canadian teammates 
will be competing in support of diabetes research. In April he told Wild Isle about his adventure racing career:

Send 
Wild Isle your news item, press 
release, event info, new product 

info etc. Submit them to Wild Isle: 
wildisle@island.net or by fax to 250-

285-2236.

Private Bill Exempts 
Water-based Tourism 
From Marine Liability 

Law
 Federal Opposition Small Business Critic 

Cheryl Gallant has introduced a private members 
bill that would exclude outdoor adventure 
tourism businesses from the provisions of the 
Marine Liability Act (Act), which came into force 
in 2001 under the radar of tourism stakeholders 
across Canada. The bill was introduced by the 
Ontario MP last month on March 11th. Under 
the current Act, water-based operators cannot 
rely on waivers as a defence against any claims. 
COTA and the Tourism Industry Association 
of Canada have maintained the Act’s cap on 
liability–which would disappear if the member’s 
bill is passed–is a significant benefit, particularly 
when faced with lawsuits that could otherwise 
claim millions of dollars in damages. 
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I was just back from a week-long white-water 
rafting/camping trip on the Snake River in 
Idaho when a friend called in a panic. Her 

husband was sick and she wanted to know if I 
would take her place three days later on a week-
long sea-kayaking trip off the northeast coast of 
Vancouver Island.

I hesitated, thinking of my sand-laden sleeping 
bag and dirty clothes not to mention my sore 
muscles.

“It’s lodge-based, and they have hot showers,” 
she said.

Three loads of laundry later, I was on my way to 
Port Hardy to meet the outfitter, Terry Prichard, of 
Sea Kayak Adventures. I found him and the rest of 
the group on the public dock.

We were a mixed bag of ages from 14 to 64 and 
some people had never kayaked before but as we 
loaded the kayaks aboard the “Hurst Isle” for the 
hour-long trip out to God’s Pocket Provincial Marine 
Park, Terry explained we’d be paddling in double 
kayaks with lots of opportunities to stop and look at 
things. Our planned four to five hours on water each 
day included gawking time.

Bill Weeks, our captain, and co-owner of God’s 
Pocket Resort on Hurst Island, filled the trip across 
with stories of previous guests. More than one film 
crew had used his services while exploring the 
world-famous delights of cold-water diving in and 
around Queen Charlotte Strait. During the spring 
and fall, when the visibility is the best, God’s Pocket 
runs custom diving trips for groups of up to ten 
people. Bill’s stories were so amusing I forgot to 
be seasick.

Safely delivered to the dock at God’s Pocket 
Resort on the north side of Goletas Channel, we 
were invited to drop our gear in our rooms before 
having lunch in the communal dining room. The 

lodge didn’t look all that big, just a couple of 
small buildings hugging the rocky shore, so I 
wasn’t expecting much more than a camp bed 
in my room. I couldn’t have been more wrong. 
Every room had hardwood floors, closet and 
shelf space, two beds, and a private bathroom 
complete with the promised showers.

Lunch was the beginning of a love affair with 
Bill’s wife and partner, Annie Ceschi. Pleasant, 
funny, and determined to make our stay 
memorable, Annie made everything from scratch 
with obvious enjoyment. The camaraderie 
around the table each night thereafter was 
almost as much fun as the kayaking. Our trip 
covered both July 1st and 4th so our group 
celebrated both in style. Americans tried to trip 
up the Canadians with trivia questions and the 
Canadians reciprocated in kind.

“Where did Wayne Gretsky grow up?”
“Brampton!”
“Bramelea!”
“Brentwood!”
“He’s a hockey player. Did he grow up?”
Terry and his crew joined right in and our 

group felt like a team very quickly.
Every morning Terry gathered us together and 

discussed the day’s plan. Typically, we’d paddle 
out to some small cove, an interesting island, 
or the local lighthouse. Safety was Terry’s first 
concern and we had a thorough introductory 
lesson before heading out the first day. Even for 
the newbies, it was a completely comfortable 
experience.

Lunch was always punctuated by a short 
talk on plant and animal life or the geologic 
formations we were sitting on. Evenings in the 
lodge’s clubhouse gave us more time to explore 
questions we had about things we’d seen. 

Paddling with GodP
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Terry made sure his resource library was 
available to us and we knew where to find the 
videos too.

The day we visited Browning Wall completely 
blew our minds. White anemones danced down 
the wall deep beneath the kayaks. But everyday 
offered some kind of surprise. Eagles soared over 
our heads, we spotted a deep eagle nest (aerie) in 
the crook of a tree, seals lounged on a rocky island, 
oyster catchers and harlequin ducks startled us 
with their colour.

The lodge-based trip was a great introduction to 
kayaking for the newbies among us. In fact, it was 
brilliant the way the more experienced paddlers 
brought along their less experienced family 
members. One 20-something paddler had his mom 
along, in another kayak was a 45-year-old dad and 
his 14-year-old son doing some serious bonding.

With so much packed into our five days on the 
water, the list of highlights is lengthy: Orcas swam 
by; we climbed up a native midden, the result of 
hundreds of years of use by local peoples, we 
enjoyed wine on the porch every night before 
dinner, and once, deep into the dark of a hot 
summer night, we paddled a short way from the 
lodge to watch phosphorescent marine creatures 
dance wherever we disturbed the water.

And, hey, you know what? I came home without 
any laundry. Bill does a communal load at the end 
of every day so your stinky socks and sweaty shirts 
are lemon fresh even after a week of top-flight sea 
kayaking.

Yeah, I’m going back.

By Marie Savage

in your

Contact Information:
Sea Kayak Adventures Inc.
1-800-616-1943
www.seakayakadventures.com

http://www.seakayakadventures.com
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Light

Burton Cascade Ascent:
Board and Bindings: 7.0 Kg 
Boots:   2.7 Kg
Skins:   1.0 Kg
Total   8.7 Kg

Yupi’s
Shoe Skies   2.5 Kg
Boots:   2.7 Kg
Total   5.2 Kg

Ski Touring
Skis and Bindings: 4.5 Kg
Boots:   3.5 Kg
Skins:   0.7 Kg
Total   8.7 Kg

Go lite or go home

removing their 
skis, splitboards require 
more time to deal with switching 
over both skins and binding. The 
Burton system is prone to snow 
icing around the ring bases that 
the boot binding clamps down on. 
Removing this ice was a constant 
and annoying task particularly when 
temperatures were into deep freeze. 
It is also annoying when low elevation 
temperatures cause thawing and 
water on the board that subsequently 
freezes and ices up the locking 
systems during a later ascent.

The Yupis on the other hand are 
ready to go up or down at anytime. 

Reflecting back to my North 
Rockies tour, I would have to say that 
backcountry touring is still very much 
the domain of the skier. While the 
boarder can go there and enjoy the 
experience, it comes with limitations 
and constraints, whether your ride a 
splitboard or climb with Yupi’s.

Recently, February, 2004, into the 
second hour up track of a one day 
backcountry tour on Harvey Mountain 
(16 Km east of Smithers, BC), located 
in the Babine Range of the cordillera 
Coast Mountains, the lock pin located 
on the interface locking plate on the 
right foot binding broke off bringing 
an immediate and very disappointing 
end to our tour. The following day 
I examined the left foot binding 

is

My wife 
Karen and I caught 

the snowboard bug in 1997 
– we borrowed some gear and 
laboured up and down the slopes 
of Ski Smithers during the winter 
of 1998. Over the next five years 
we perfected our riding skills 
and eventually the evolution of 
our snowboarding skills lead us 
to backcountry touring and away 
from ski hills and groomed runs. 

We decided to buy and test two 
types of backcountry snowboard 
touring systems in 2003. Karen 
opted for Yupi shoe skies (71 cm 
long Yupi’s with heel lifts) for uphill 
climbing and back packing her 
snowboard. I went to a 170 Burton 
Cascade Ascent split board with 
skins.

We put our touring systems 
(March/03) to an intense test 
during a seven day backcountry 
tour at the Dezaiko Lodge located 
in the cordillera Rocky Mountains 
in the Dezaiko Range. Karen and I 
were the very first boarders to tour 
at the Dezaiko Lodge. During the 
seven day tour our group logged 
approximately 27,000 vertical 
feet on untracked deep powder 
snow. Dezaiko Lodge hosts are 
Craig Evanoff and Bonnie Hooge. 
Dezaiko is located at treeline 
approximately 100 Km northeast 
of Prince George. The touring is 
fabulous with unlimited, untracked 
powder snow metres deep on 
majestic and breathtaking Rocky 
Mountain slopes. The area has 
limitless glade skiing. 

Craig Evanoff is a trained 
guide with 20 year experience 
guiding in the Deziako Range. 
Bonnie provides an unbelievable 
repertoire of fine meals guaranteed 
to satisfy the most discriminating of 

taste buds. The Dezaiko 
Lodge is a must visit touring area 
with gracious and experienced hosts 
ensuring your visit is both memorable 
and safe.

During our seven day tour, the Yupi 
touring system proved itself as an 
extremely lightweight and efficient 
touring package. The 71 cm ski shoes 
are 16 cm wide stiff aluminum and 
track reasonably well in a ski track. 
There is a bit of over track with the 
Yupi ski shoe but there appeared no 
conflict with co-tracking for the Yupi 
and  ski. The permanently skinned ski 
shoes (with heel lift) provide excellent 
traction on medium to steep ascents. 

With minimal practice, the ski 
shoe can be used to telemark light to 
medium slopes. Having said that, the 
Yupi ski shoes contour poorly across 
windswept and hard-packed slopes. 
Also, the small surface area of the Yupi 
does not provide sufficient flotation in 
deep powder snow if especially out 
front trailbreaking.

The Burton Cascade split board has 
a 12 cm wide skin which provides good 
traction and excellent flotation even 
in deep powder. The heel lift system 
gives excellent calf support for steep 
ascents. However, Burton has under-
designed the heel lift mechanism – I 
experienced metal fatigue in the heel 
lift resulting in constant lift failure. 

Better engineering is required to 
rectify this deficiency. I found the 
Burton backcountry touring package 
heavy for more than a one or two day 
tour.

Splitboards require more time 
than conventional ski touring gear to 
switch between ascent and decent 
modes. Unlike skiers who, with some 
practice, can remove skins without 

RIGHT

i n t e r f a c e 
locking plate and 
discovered a crack in the metal 
plate supporting the locking pin 
– another equipment failure set 
to happen. It is obvious Burton 
engineering and design staff haven’t 
got it right yet. 

 The comparative simplicity of 
the Yupi ski shoes, its light weight 
and much lower price tag makes 
the Yupi a far superior backcountry 
touring option compared to the 
current Burton splitboard package, 
in my opinion. Now that I’ve used 
both systems, I’ve come to the 
inescapable conclusion that the 
Yupi’s are far more energy efficient 
and a far more cost effective 
backcountry touring system when 
compared to the Burton Cascade 
Ascent split board touring system. I 
would be intrigued to hear how the 
Voilé system works by comparison, 
it has to be better than Burton’s.

[Editor’s note: Anecdotal evidence 
leans in favour of the Voilé setup both 
in ease of use, durability and weight. 
Keep tuned to Wild Isle in coming 
issues as splitboards come of age and 
we continue to put them through their 
paces.]

Bruce McGonigal
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About a year ago my wife Terry and I 
sold our house, packed everything up 
and moved from the Lower Mainland 

to the Village of Sayward, on Vancouver Island.  
We had always planned on getting out of the rat 
race while we were still able to enjoy our lives, 
so after I lost my job and the kids moved out, we 
both said, “What are we waiting for?”  

“But, we’re no longer gainfully employed.  
Whatever will we live on?”  Terry asked.      

“Love,” I replied.  
Yes, maybe that and a fairly steady diet of 

macaroni and cheese.
Over the past 15 years, pretty well every long 

weekend and any vacation time we had was 
inevitably spent somewhere here on Vancouver 
Island.  We’ve backpacked throughout 
Strathcona Park, Cape Scott, dragged the 
kids up Mount Albert Edward, paddled Nootka 
Sound, Broughton Archipelago, the Broken 
Group and the list goes on.  But, deep inside 
we know that we’ve just touched the tip of the 
iceberg and experienced only the more popular 
destinations, the same places everyone else 
goes to.  Seeing that we are now time rich, we 
really have our work (play) cut out for us.

It was a no brainer that we would end up 

somewhere on Vancouver Island.  But Sayward? 
The real estate prices were definitely hard to 
beat.  Like many Island communities, Sayward 
is a town in transition.  A community on the 
ropes so to speak.  Down but not out.  A logging 
town no more, but blessed with unparalleled 
beauty and character.  The Village of Sayward 
sits right on the Johnstone Strait, surrounded 
by mountain peaks, the perfect location for 
two aging backpackers/kayakers.  Everything is 
right here in our own backyard, literally.  

We heard some talk from a few of the locals 
about this great hiking trail up to the top of Mt.. 
H’Kusam.  The Kusam Klimb, as it’s referred to 
locally.  Towering some 1685 meters above the 
Sayward Valley, Mt H’Kusam dominants any 
view to the south.  

To put its height in perspective, some peaks in 
the Canadian Rockies may exceed 3000 meters, 
but that’s from a starting point of around 1400 
meters.  H’Kusam starts pretty much at sea 
level.  So in reality, it’s even bigger than most of 
the mountains of Banff.

The icing on the cake was an article in last 
summer’s Wild Isle magazine extolling the 
wildness and beauty of the route.

We were told that the way to the top is via 

Bill’s trail.  Bill’s trail?  So, I’m thinking like is that 
in lieu of say Charlie’s trail.  How about Irene’s 
trail?  Well, actually no.  Short of bushwhacking, 
there is no other way to the top.  Getting to 
the trailhead is easy enough.  Just get off the 
highway at the Coral Reef Pub, go up the hill 
about 150 meters and turn at the gravel logging 
road on the left.  A small inconspicuous sign 
points to the start of the trail.  Another sign notes 
that the area was logged in 1911 and 2000.  So 
maybe that’s why there’s no trees.  But have no 
fear, within minutes the trail meanders its way 
into the forest and in no time you’re surrounded 
by huge cedar, fir and cottonwood.  In no time, 
the trail begins its steep ascent to the top.    

Actually, it’s amazing that the trail even 
exists at all.  In a way it’s existence is a bit of an 
accident. You see, Bill’s trail is aptly named after 
local Sayward resident Bill West-Sells.  Back in 
1989, Bill decided that living in Port Alberni while 
working in Canfor’s Nimpkish Camp was not very 
practical.  A better location would be Sayward.  
Bill sourced out a rustic but somewhat run down 
mountainside house near the base of H’Kusam.  
Being the handy guy that he was, he immediately 
saw the house’s potential.  To this day Bill feels 
that God’s hand must have been in on his 
decision to buy the place.  Bill’s Irish setter Ribs 
had something to do with it as well because 
while viewing the house he jumped out of Bill’s 
pickup, took one look at the place with it’s knee 
high grass and five derelict vehicles, and barked 
his approval!  

True, the place needed a little work, but Bill 
had a vision.  One glaring obstacle stood out 
though, water.  The house had no fresh water 
supply.  So what do you do, dig a well right?  Not 
quite.   Why dig a well when you’ve got such a 
nice fresh mountain creek right “Up there some 
where.”  Let gravity do the all the work!  Just cut 
the waterline, put in the pipes and away you go.  

But why stop there?  Once the trail was cut 
for the waterline, Bill continued to carve a trail 
on up through the forest towards the H’Kusam 
peak.  By 1992, Bill had cut a trail up to the 2,000 
foot mark.  There are those who might call it an 
obsession.  Why are you doing this they might 
ask? Nobody’s paying him to do it.  In fact, he’s 

Finding Love and Life on the 
Slopes of Mount H’Kusam

The pain in your lungs 
as they expand to the max is

a happy pain. 

By John Hollo

a good pain,
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financing the whole thing out of his own pocket!  
I prefer to view the whole thing as a labour 
of love.  Oh and there’s the “L” word again, 
love.  Only now it’s purely for work’s sake not 
something to live on.  

Terry and I continue our afternoon trek up 
the side of Mount H’Kusam.  At about the 1.5 
km mark we reach the first break in the forest 
at a small lookout.  We discover the first of 
many spectacular views of the Sayward Valley 
and the Johnstone Strait, the perfect incentive 
to carry on.  Did I mention that the trail was 
steep?  Steep, yes very, but kind of in a sort of 
delightfully sadistic way.  You feel the pain, but 
the rewards somehow justify it.  You convince 
yourself that you’re getting this great cardio 
workout.  The pain in your lungs as they expand 
to the max is a good pain, a happy pain. The kind 
of pain that will pay dividends later on.  We pass 
the second major lookout as the old growth 

forest begins to give way to the alpine and a bit 
of snow.  Although it is the end of May, there is 
still plenty of snow up near the top.  We see no 
evidence that anyone else has been here so we 
conclude that we must be the first ones at this 
elevation so far this year.

One drawback to the snow is that the 
previously well marked and maintained trail is 
now nowhere to be found.   Yet, there’s good 
and bad news in this.  The bad news is that as 
we look for the trail we often wander perilously 
close to a few dead-end cliffy drop-offs.  The 
good news is that we get the opportunity to 
explore even more of this spectacular alpine 
area.   We revel in the scenery overload.

We finally figure out the right way to go.  
Travelling totally on the rocky cliffs now, we 
scramble up onto a ridge overlooking a still 
frozen lake.  We’re completely in the open 
now. For the first time we notice a “we’ve been 
getting too much adrenaline” fatigue beginning 
to set in.  It has taken us about 4 hours to cover 
6 km.  All of it up.  I wonder, can someone OD on 
too many negative ions?   We could use some 

more energy for the trip back down.  We know 
that theoretically the route is a loop and that we 
could continue on all the way around (another 16 
K). Not a bad idea.  It should, after all, be mostly 
downhill.   But, on the other hand, so is the way 
we got here so we opt to take the knee burner 
back the way we came up.        

Limping our way back, we are confronted 
by a dog charging up the trail toward us.  Terry 
and I are both animal lovers, but we are a bit 
apprehensive at wild vicious dogs in the bush.  
We cautiously stop where we are and let the 
animal approach.  Coming toward us, he drops a 
stick at our feet.  Ohhhh isn’t that cute.  He wants 
to play fetch.  Terry flings the stick into the trees.  
He brings it back. We continue walking, taking 
turns throwing the stick.  Up ahead we see this 
guy with rake in hand standing by a quad poking 
at the trail.  The dog’s owner, obviously.  Turns 
out this guy is the Bill of Bill’s Trail fame.  We 

introduce ourselves 
letting him know how 
much we enjoyed our 
hike.  He deadpans  
that he really needs to 
get rid of some dead 
fall in one area and its 
gotta be marked a bit 
better at the top.  Chia 

(the dog) continues to fetch the stick, over and 
over.

We get to talking and end up back at his work 
shop near his house.  Out come the photo albums 
and talk quickly turns to the history of the area.  
We find out that while nobody really knows who 
the first visitors to the top of H’Kusam were, the 
area has been used as a recreation site for over 
100 years.  The first official documented trip 
to the top was in 1948 when Hugh Knudson, 
now 72, and his brother Allan, Wayne Sharpe, 
Ken Duncan, and Ron Gorbett went up.  They 
ascended to the same lake we were at today.  
However Saywardites know better than to 
accept this as the first.  There’s a story from local 
resident Joan Fersch who in 1940 along with two 
young men and one other female went up to the 
lake and back, a 14 hour trip.  It was supposed 
to be a bit of a romantic excursion. Two guys 
and two girls out on a nature hike.  However the 
only thing they did in bed after this outing was 
collapse from exhaustion. 

“A group carried 
a gramophone all 
the way to the 
top sometime in 
the 40s.”

Then, of course, there’s the story from long 
time Sayward resident Evelyn Sacht who tells 
about a group who carried a gramophone all 
the way to the top sometime in the 40s.  Oh yes, 
the days before the ghetto blaster.  Can’t go 
anywhere without some tunes!

I now realize that one of Bill’s chief motivators 
is his love of the whole history behind the 
trail.  There are no other words to describe his 
devotion to his trail than absolutely unbelievably 
amazing.  He tells us about a group of them who 
did the entire loop a year ago last summer to 
see how easy it was to follow the route and 
how long it would take.  Bill and friend Lyle Fast 
went in last November and tweaked the last few 
sections to make the route an official full bore 
loop trail.  

So after 13 years of work, is Bill all done?  
Hardly.  Bill is now adding in a few benches at 
the lookouts.  There’s also now a biffy on the 

way up.  The trail is 
officially recognized 
by the Forest Service 
for recreational 
use.  In fact, in the 
agreement with the 
Forest Service, there 
is a clause allowing 
for an annual event 
using the trail, the 
Kusam Klimb. Last 
summer Wild Isle 
Editor Philip Stone 
and a half dozen 

other hearty souls hiked a trial run of the Kusam 
Klimb event. This year, 2004, will hopefully be the 
first of many, “come one come all,” endurance 
events on the trail.     

Bill is truly the kind of guy that legends are 
made of.  I can see it now, 100 years in the 
future, somebody will ask the question, “Who’s 
the Bill of Bill’s trail?”  The story will then be told 
of how Bill, one of the first settlers in Sayward, 
cleared the land by hand to build his log cabin, 
right there where the museum now sits.  Bill 
and his trusted dog Chia blazed the route just 
so that you can now take the gondola up to the 
restaurant at the top.  

Well, maybe not, but if you’re looking for any 
nominees for real life heroes, I know just the 
guy.  

Getting back to this idea of living just on love.  
Well yeah, maybe it is a bit idealistic and naïve.  
But at the same time I have to think of that old 
saying about man not living on bread alone.  I 
mean, you just have to love it here on Vancouver 
Island.  We certainly do.  There is definitely 
more than enough adventure and activity to wet 
anybody’s appetite.  In fact I’m starting to feel 
full just thinking about it.  

The First annual H’Kusum Klimb Event will 
leave Sayward on June 19, 2004. The fun race 
will follow the 22 kilometre loop trail. Contact

Looking up (right) and down (above) Mount H’Kusum, 
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If you like whales, Orca 
in particular, there is 
one place to be.  
The Johnstone Strait off the Northeast corner of Vancouver Island, 
British Columbia is whale central.  You might see Humpbacks, Minke 
and Grey whales, but during the summer when the salmon run, this 
is the hunting ground of Orca.
While numerous outfitters run kayak trips through the area, chances 
of a close whale encounter from a longboat is limited.  Orca move 
too fast to stay with them in a kayak.  I speak from experience having 
kayaked this area for years.  I have had Orca come right up to my 
boat on numerous occasions but they are gone in the blink of an 
eye.
If you want to experience 
Orca up close and for 
prolonged periods there is 
one man to see.
Since 1981 Bill Mackay 
and his family have been 
operating an ecologically 
friendly whale watching operation that is second to none.  Mackay 
was one of the first boat operators to assist researchers in identifying 
and cataloging whales and active in the formation of what has 
become the Robson Bight Ecological Reserve.  This is a vast coastal 
region devoted to the study and preservation of whales.  It contains 
an actual rubbing beach where the Orca are known to come ashore 
to rub and roll around like pet dogs.
Mackay operates from the Naiad Explorer; a custom 55-ft. Aluminum 
craft with specially designed engines that minimize underwater 
noise.  His boat carries 48 passengers, and the best parts is, Bill knows 
how to find whales.

Whale in Your

Face
While it is hard to be in the Strait and not see whales, Mackay has 
the magic touch.  I have spent many days on board the Explorer and 
have never failed to have pods all around us.  For a photojournalist, 
it has been whale heaven.  On this boat, odds are you will spend the 
day not only in contact, but surrounded.  The general rule is never 
to approach whales closer than 100 meters, and Mackay follows this 
to the letter, but once that close, their own curiosity usually brings 
them much closer.
It is a family run business with Captain Bill at the helm, son Tyson, an 
able deck hand and resident naturalist eager to answer any questions 
about what you are seeing, while daughter Kristy serves up hot soup 
and rolls for daily lunch.  Wife Donna runs the office, ably assisted by 
daughter Nicole.  It is an efficient and professional operation.
Unlike other whale watching operators in the strait, Mackay does not 
watch the clock.  If he is in contact with a pod, he will stay as long 

as the whales do.  We have 
often returned to port long 
after the other boats have 
tied up.
The added bonus that 
comes with the Naiad 

Explorer is Mr. Rolf Hicker.  Hicker is an internationally acclaimed 
wildlife photographer who has relocated from Germany to Port 
McNeill for the express purpose of photographing Orca.  
Rolf is on the boat almost every day, giving advice to amateur 
photographers, and taking those “National Geographic” shots.  The 
best part is he instantly downloads everything into his laptop and 
shows them on the screen in the boat’ salon.  Instant gratification.
If you missed that breach or spyhop, you can purchase a print from 
Rolf back on the dock as soon you land.
Port McNeill is full of whale watching operations, but this one is as 
good as it gets.

Johnstone Strait

James Michael Dorsey
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Wanna get up close 
and personal with 

Killer Whales?
How to Get There: Pacifi c Coastal Airlines fl y from Vancouver to McNeill 
and Port Hardy. Drivers hit highway 19, The Island Highway to Port McNeill turnoff.

Where to stay:  
Haida Way Motor Inn, 1817 Campbell Way, Port McNeill B.C. VON 2RO, Canada, 
(Ph. 1 800-956-3373)  E-mail, haida@phhotels.com   This is very popular with kayakers 
and whale watchers.  Rooms are rather noisy as a result but there is free Internet 
access and two onsite restaurants.  Two blocks from the water and whale watching.
McNeill’s, 1597 Beach Drive, Port McNeill B.C. VON 2RO (pH 1 866-3466) E-mail:
Mcneills@island.net  Right on the water.  Quiet and tasteful with a mom and pop run 
restaurant offering breakfast and sandwiches on site.

Who to go with:

Comox Valley Kayaks, kayak rentals. 
www.comoxvalleykayaks.com 
1-888-545-5595

Mackay Whale Watching, 1514 
Broughton Blvd. Port McNeill B.C. VON 
2RO, Canada, (Ph; 1 877-663-6722) E-
mail; mackaybd@telus.net.

North Island Kayaks, rentals and 
tours. www.kayakbc.ca 1-877-949-7707, 
E-mail: nikayak@island.net

Sea Kayak Adventures Inc.
1-800-616-1943
www.seakayakadventures.com

Spirit of the West Sea Kayaking 
Tours,  tours, mothership adventures, 
www.kayak-adventures.com 
1-800-307-3982.

Stubbs Island Charters,  dedicated 
whale watching, one of BC’s most 
respected outfi ts, www.stuubs-island.com 
1-800-665-3066.

Tree Island Kayaking, rentals and 
tours, www.treeislandkayaking.com

Village Island Tours & Water 
Taxi, cultural and wildlife tours. 
www.villageisland.com 1-877-282-TAXI 
(8294). E-mail: info@villageisland.com  

James Michael Dorsey

http://www.comoxvalleykayaks.com
http://www.whaletime.com/
http://www.kayakbc.ca
http://www.seakayakadventures.com
http://www.kayak-adventures.com
http://www.stubbs-island.com
http://www.treeislandkayaking.com
http://www.villageisland.com
http://www.seakayakadventures.com
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Last October Wild Isle assistant editor, 
Ryan Stuart, competed (maybe entered 
is a better word) in his first adventure 
race, the Comox Valley MOMAR, and 
found the race was the easiest part of 
the whole event.

Somewhere between the free 
beer at the race registration to 
the guys racing in school girl 

tartans and partying in togas I realized 
Mind Over Mountain Adventure Races 
should really be called ‘Party with 
strangers after exercising with them 
all day’. Has a nice ring to it doesn’t 
it. The point is that I scared myself 
into thinking the event was all about 
competing, and I was wrong. 
It all began when my friend Paul 
mentioned the idea of entering an 
adventure race.  It seemed like a great 
idea. I can kayak, I told myself. Running 
and walking for 12 to 20 kilometres: no 
sweat. And a 20 or so k mountain bike 
ride would hurt a bit but I could tough 
it out. I sent in an entry form and spent 
my summer, mountain biking a bit, 
going for a couple of runs each week 
and watching people drive north with 
kayaks on their roofs. I was ready. 
When Paul showed up at my place in 
late September, after a summer of sea 
kayak guiding, we went for a training 
ride and started to talk strategy. It 
was near the end of a quad burning 
climb on a mountain bike ride that 
the painful truth suddenly popped into 
my head. Oh, right you have to put all 
three events together over five to eight 
hours. What was I thinking!? 
Paul came to the same conclusion 
the next day. Our expectation for the 

race fell from doing well to finishing.  
But everything changed the minute 
we stepped into the Riding Fools 
Hostel in Cumberland for the pre-race 
registration. Friendly volunteers helped 
sort us through the line of forms and 
questions that lead to a race number 
and a cool T-shirt. And then they handed 
us each a free beer ticket. I started to 
wonder, “What kind of a race is this?” 
With a cold one in hand we sust out 
the competition. “They don’t look that 
tough,” I said to Paul, as a gray haired 
wrinkled man filed through the line. We 
guzzled our beers and headed for bed. 
Fear and intimidation set in again at the 
start line. We dropped our bikes off at a 
change over area covered in expensive 
riding machines. If everyone was as 
good as his or her brand new bike Paul, 
who owns a dual-suspension-no-name-
hunk-of-steel, and I, with a beaten old 
bike, were in trouble. Lucky for me, 
Paul is a motor in a kayak, so we felt 
comfortable with the first leg across 
the lake. At least we would get off to 
a good start. 
The race started with a race down the 
beach and back. We hit the water and 
took off paddling. After five minutes 
my chicken-wing arms ached, but Paul 
didn’t slow. By the last few hundred 
metres my arms felt like they were 
about to fall off, but Paul had kept us 
close. “I wish this leg was longer,” he 
yelled at me from the front of the boat. 
“I feel good.” “Uuuugh, yeah me to,” I 
mumbled. 
We beached the kayak and took off 
running. The trail running leg went well. 
We took it easy and tried to navigate 
our way from checkpoint to checkpoint 
as efficiently as possible. On our way 

out of the mountains we ran behind 
two guys in tartan skirts and pretty 
dress shirts. They insisted in showing 
us the patch of fur under the kilt. As 
the four of us ran downhill we started 
to talk with the skirt-clad lads. “This is 
our third race this year,” one said. “The 
race is fun, but it’s all about the after 
party.” The idea seemed foreign – enter 
a race for the after party? Beside the 
odd wrong turn the rest of the run 
went well and we were soon back on 
the water crossing Comox Lake to the 
mountain bike leg, the last section of 
the race.  
Not long into this long and difficult leg 
Paul started to bonk. His lack of time 
on a bike was starting to take its toll. 
Paul suffered along and we crossed 
the finish in 5 hours and 35 minutes. 
I felt tired, but pretty good overall. 
After a shower, some food and a nap 
we headed up to Mount Washington 
to the aprés party. Paul and I were 
both interested to see what this was 
all about. The cafeteria up stairs was 
already packed by the time we arrived. 
People were already loud and well on 
their way with several beer bottles 
littered across the tables. We were 
late. 
As we wandered through the crowd 
I noticed the kilt-clad lads sitting at 
a table full of women. Instead of 
kilts they were now in nothing but a 
bed sheet folded and twisted into a 
toga. Huge buffets of cheesy lasagna, 
vegetables, meat and salad were 
waiting for us. 
We took our seats next to a couple 
other rookie racers and chatted about 
the race. Before long prizes were 
handed out for each of the categories 
and also best dressed, and then the 
real partying started. The dance floor 
became a swirling mass of togas and 
athletic looking folk vibrating to tunes. 
My quads ached moving across the 
room at a slow waddle, I don’t know 
where they found the energy. The 
party lasted until late that night. We 
didn’t. On our way out we passed the 
old man from the pre-race registration. 
He was coming off the dance floor and 
on his way outside. “I finished in five 
hours flat,” I heard him say. We ended 
up outside the lodge at the same time. 
As we turned towards the parking lot 
he said, “You guys leaving already.” 
We nodded and offered up a lame 
excuse. “You can’t leave yet, the party 
is the best part, and its just beginning.” 
Sometimes things are not what they 
seem.

Getting my mind 
over my mountain

by Ryan Stuart
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YUKON HL (Hybrid LED) ˆ The Yukon HL L.E.D. is first of its 
kind- an all L.E.D. hybrid headlamp. This unique headlamp, 
utilizes the advanced technology of a state of the art (1) 
watt L.E.D. and (3) high output five millimeter L.E.D. When 
you need extreme brightness and distance, just flip on the 
1 watt L.E.D., and the Yukon HL will provide you with a light 
which rivals the high output typical to incandescent Halogen 
& Xenon bulbs. And, during those times when you require 
a longer burn time, with the press of a button you can 
quickly switch the light to the (3) L.E.D.s. These L.E.D.s are 
configured in a unique triangular design, which focuses the 
light in an even and smooth beam for close up applications. 
Compared to incandescent bulb headlamps, the 1 watt L.E.D. 
mode of  Yukon HL is brighter and offers whiter light which 
does not become yellow as the batteries wear down. The 
Yukon HL has a 10,000 hour bulb life and burn times ranging 
from (44) hours of useful light from the 1 watt L.E.D., to (120) 
hours of useful light from the (3) five millimeter L.E.D.s. 
Combined  with it’s impact resistant design, the Yukon HL 
posses unmatched versatility.   

I used the C02 inflatable paddle float in ideal conditions, and it worked 
well, reducing my rescue time dramatically.  In heavy seas this system 
would be a great asset for those not comfortable with swimming in the 
sea.  In cold water it is essential to stay out of the water and if you do 
capsize, rescue yourself (or others) as quickly and effectively as possible.  
The C02 inflatable float can greatly reduce a capsized kayaker’s swimming 
time, but it is not something to be taken for granted, and prudent kayakers 
should be well versed in manual paddle float rescues even if they did 
splurge for the quick & “easy” method.  However effective these systems 
are, this one had a few flaws:

1) since there is only one inflatable chamber, there is no redundancy 
for puncture like most other inflatable paddle floats - and to which foam 
paddle floats champion.

2) a bungy paddle float leash would be a nice feature - used to ensure 
your float doesn’t get away from you while performing the rescue.

3) the fastex clip which secures the float to the paddle shaft is difficult 
to wrap around the shaft twice to ensure it will not accidentally slide off 
the paddle during rescue - so a little more play in the clip length would be 
a welcome thing.

on the plus side - it’s obviously faster than inflating one 
manually, and because the float chamber is a significant size it provides 
greater buoyancy  than the foam floats (as do most all inflatable paddle 
floats).  The backup manual inflation device allows for easy inflation if 
needed when you are out of C02 cartridges.  

The cartridge is easy to install but I was wary of the pull cord being 
snagged accidentally and firing prematurely while performing other 
rescues or simply paddling. Users will want to take particular note that it 
is essential the backup mouthpiece valve is closed before engaging the 
CO2 cartridge. 

- Liam Edwards

A quick fix for a 
wet situation

Hybrid high-watt 
headlamp

Specs:
Bulb: (1) watt L.E.D. and (3) high output 

five millimeter L.E.D.s
Batteries: 3 AA cell batteries (lithium 

capability)
Burn time: 10,000 hour bulb life. 1 watt 
L.E.D (40+) hours of useful light; (3) five 
millimeter L.E.D.s (120+) hours of useful 

light
Weight: 7.8 ounces w/ batteries

Best usage: Long backpacking trips, 
expeditions and climbing. SMRP: $59.95

www.princetontec.com

Reviews

Voilé Mountain Plate
The Voilé binding system is a tried a tested mount for split boards 

and indeed Voilé are a leader in this niche producing boards and 
binding systems for well over a decade. BC board manufacturers Prior 
snowboards employ the Voilé binding system so it is a natural for island 
riders to explore the Voilé product line up.

For hard boot advocates Voilé’s mountain plate binding is an excellent 
choice combining lightweight construction with inherent compatibility 
to the rest of the system. In our field tests the mountain plate proved 
itself to be sturdy and light. The binding is quick to step in to and release 
and rides beautifully. 

The chief complaint with the binding is that the material may be a 
little too lightweight. While setting up the binding in the first instance 
for a men’s size 8 Nordica TR9 boot the recommended configuration for 
the toe and heel bales would not come close enough to fit the shell. The 
work around was to turn the toe base around so that the curved edge 
is to the front of the boot. This required the toe piece to be unscrewed 
and turned around also. Despite doing this very carefully the screw 
that clamps the toe piece to the steel bale aggressively chewed into 
the plastic thread weakening the grip and thus the whole integrity of 
the binding’s security to the boot. As size 8 is a pretty average boot size 
many users must be experiencing a similar misfit. Either the point where 
the toe bale joins the base needs to be better positioned or the toe piece 
should be fitted with a metal plug for the screw to fit in to instead of 
plastic.

- Philip Stone

http://www.princetontech.com
http://www.voile.com
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Simply the best 
biking gear around

286-6340

Canada Post Agreement # 40030406

• Information- 285-3322 •

Pub Open All Year 
Accommodations, Cottages, 
Kayak Rentals, Marina, Fuel

www.heriotbayinn.com
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amidst the Discovery Islands
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New Kayaks from 
Seaward 

Reviews Directory

Seaward’s Passat G3.
Seaward’s development of the 

Passat (above) into a three hatch 
tandem with expedition capacity 
revolutionizes tandem touring. The 
Passat hull, so beloved by Adventure 
racers, is unchanged at 26” beam and 
22’ in length, but a slight increase in 
depth, an increase spread of cockpits 
and custom curved bulkheads, makes 
Seaward’s Passat G3 an unrivalled 
touring double. (triple with optional seat).

The Passat G3’s Greenland style 
bow, graceful lines, stability greater 
than most singles, superb tracking (with 
or without the rudder), easy edging and 
comfortable touring at 5 knots, confirms 
the Passat G3 as safe, strong and 
seaworthy even in challenging waters.

Specifications: Length 22’. Beam 26”. 
Maximum depth 16”. Storage capacity 
348 liters. Weight 90 lbs in fiber glass.

Price: $4580.00 Cdn

Cosma 
Seaward Kayaks announces the 

16’ Cosma (below). Its fine entry, 
moderate rocker, 23” beam and 
a shallow multi-chined hull make 
a stable, quick and responsive 
kayak. The chines create a superb 
platform for edging and secondary 
stability. The newly designed 
rudder uphaul/downhaul is beside 
the cockpit and control lines run 
beneath the deck to the rudder.

This low profile kayak is 
designed for paddlers to 170 lbs as 
a tourer, or day paddler.

Specifications: Length 16’. Beam 
23”  Cockpit 27.5” X 14” (or 31” X 
16” in the Cosma Grande). Depth: 
13.5” Weight 54 lbs in fiberglass.

Price: $3550.00 Cdn

Both of these models and many other Seaward products are 
available at Island Outdoor Centre. See ad in this magazine.

The ProLite is the latest in the line of inflatable 
camping mattresses from Cascade Designs who 
have revolutionized our sleeping experience with the 
Therma-Rest. The manufacturer claims the ProLite is 
25% lighter than traditional models and we’d have no 
quibble with that. The ProLite rolls tight, a full length 
we tested rolled about the same size as you’d expect 
a regular 3/4 length Therm-a-Rest to. The high friction 
Super Grip finish kept our comatose camper put and 
the tapered cut is an excellent improvement not only 
saving a little weight in materials but fitting a tapered 
bivvy sack and mummy bag better than the usual 
rectangular shape. All in all if you are in the buy for a 
new pad and intend to carry it check out the ProLite 
line which boats some great improvements on an 
already excellent product.

- Philip Stone

Cascade Designs 
ProLite Therm-a-rest

http://www.seawardkayaks.com
http://www.heriotbayinn.com
http://www.sportsrentbc.com
http://www.tofinobus.com
http://www.discoveryislands.ca
http://www.quadraisland.ca
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http://www.kayakbc.ca
http://www.kayakingtours.com
http://www.villageisland.com
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